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Dorothy Parker holds a place in history as one of New Yorks most beloved writers. Now, for the
first time in nearly a century, the public is invited to enjoy Mrs. Parkers sharp wit and biting
commentary on the Jazz Age hits and flops in this first-ever published collection of her
groundbreaking Broadway reviews.Starting when she was twenty-four at Vanity Fair as New
Yorks only female theatre critic, Mrs. Parker reviewed some of the biggest names of the era: the
Barrymores, George M. Cohan, W.C. Fields, Helen Hayes, Al Jolson, Eugene ONeil, Will
Rogers, and the Ziegfeld Follies. Her words of praiseand contemptfor the dramas, comedies,
musicals, and revues are just as fresh and funny today as they were in the age of speakeasies
and bathtub gin. Annotated with a notes section by Kevin C. Fitzpatrick, president of the Dorothy
Parker Society, the volume shares Parkers outspoken opinions of a great era of live theatre in
America, from a time before radio, talking pictures, and television decimated attendance.Dorothy
Parker: Complete Broadway, 19181923 provides a fascinating glimpse of Broadway in its
Golden Era and literary life in New York through the eyes of a renowned theatre critic.

About the AuthorKevin C. Fitzpatrick is an independent historian who founded the Dorothy
Parker Society in 1999. He has worked as a journalist in New York and is the author of several
books. Fitzpatrick is a licensed New York City Sightseeing Guide who has been leading walking
tours since 2000. He and his family live in Manhattan and Shelter Island, New York. Dorothy
Parker (1893-1967) was one of New York's most beloved writers. During her fifty-year writing
career, she wrote poems, short stories, a novella, plays, theatre and book criticism, and dozens
of film scripts. Her numerous posthumous honors include induction into the New York State
Writers Hall of Fame, a commemorative US postage stamp, and her birthplace in New Jersey
being named a national literary landmark. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Laddie Boy?)Following the reviews in Chapter 6 is a Notes section, prepared by the editor.
Readers asking, “what fresh hell is this?” when coming across an obscure name, reference to a
murder, or other trivia, should turn to the Notes. All two-thousand actors do not have a mini-
biography, but interesting characters and newsmakers from the era have been indentified in
many places, from Lina Abarbanell to Florenz Ziegfeld. Dorothy Parker makes scores of
references to people and stories in the news, and in most cases these names are included in the
Notes.Introduction: In the Aisle Seat with Dorothy ParkerBy Kevin C. FitzpatrickAs the twenty-
first century moves along it looks like Dorothy Parker has developed an image problem. Upon
her death, in June 1967, she was given a glowing obituary on the front page of The New York
Times, and a short time later her publisher rushed more of her old work into bookshops. She
was recalled as a wit and as a woman ahead of her time, and the feminist movement, which was
in the news a lot in those days, embraced her. Her reputation as a clever poet and trenchant
observer of the human condition in her short fiction remained intact for thirty years.And then the
Internet appeared.Almost overnight, Dorothy Parker was transformed from a woman of letters
into a gin-soaked quote machine, with a martini in one hand and dagger in the other. With the
rise of online communities, blogs, websites, and time-wasting digital applications with funny
names, Mrs. Parker was refashioned into a caricature of herself. George S. Kaufman is
supposed to have remarked once that anything humorous he ever said would someday be



attributed to Dorothy Parker, but that wasn’t the half of it. In the Internet era, hundreds of silly
quips, quotes, bad puns, and aphorisms have all been falsely attributed online to Mrs. Parker.
Her image as a respected member of the Jazz Age literati, rubbing elbows with Dos Passos,
Fitzgerald, Hemingway, and scores more, has been soured into a cartoonish alcoholic
dispensing pithy putdowns.The final blow, for me, came when a respected academic publisher
printed a batch of quotes attributed to Mrs. Parker without listing any original sources. In fact,
many of the quotes can be traced to others or are of disputed origin. When I started the Dorothy
Parker Society in 1999, I didn’t know that I’d spend a large amount of time answering questions
about quotations that seemed fishy, slapping the wrists of lazy journalists, or peering at fuzzy
microfilm looking for clues.Mrs. Parker’s publishing house, the Viking Press, bought by Penguin
Books in 1975, continues to keep her on its backlist, with most of her writing collected in two
books, Complete Stories (1995) and Complete Poems (1999). However, there was a huge gap
in Mrs. Parker’s output that wasn’t available: her drama reviews, which, until now, had never been
collected. I tracked them down, in libraries and archives, on microfilm and in crumbling copies of
the original magazines, thinking that perhaps these sixty reviews and other pieces might contain
lost gems that Mrs. Parker put down on paper but were not in any books.I was one-hundred-
percent correct.Most of the contents of this book have not seen the light of day in nearly a
century. Six years after her death, the Viking Press published a revised and enlarged edition of
The Portable Dorothy Parker, which had remained unchanged since 1944. Editors sprinkled in a
few scraps of her Vanity Fair reviews. So as Mrs. Parker’s work was collected in Complete
Stories and Complete Poems, her reviews remained essentially untouched.Initially I started
reading these reviews for pleasure, but then I realized they contain a gold mine of information
that goes far beyond the interest of Dorothy Parker fans. Theatre historians, archivists,
producers, playwrights, and genealogists will all find treasure in a first-person look at Broadway
in its Golden Era.As for Mrs. Parker’s inimitable writing, the gems in this collection come fast and
often. Each page offers a new delight.In May 1921 Mrs. Parker wrote, “You cannot fully
appreciate the wisdom of Franklin’s “Early to bed” advice until you see The Midnight Rounders.”
The following month, reviewing one bad actor after another, she applauded the only credible
performance she could find: “A dog which figures in the company, while rather self-conscious, is
adequate.” In July 1921 she opined, “About the most helpful thing that an actress can do for her
audience is to look the part.”This collection covers the six years Mrs. Parker wrote a monthly
theatre column, first for Vanity Fair, from 1918 to 1920, and then on Ainslee’s, from 1920 to 1923.
This period saw her write more words more often than at any other time in her life. She was
young; she had become a theatre critic when she was 24. Over the next five years Mrs. Parker
wrote more than 150,000 words of theatre criticism. When she began her career she turned in
2,000 words a month, and by 1923 her theatre column was 3,000 words or more. At this pace
Mrs. Parker was going to new shows four to six times a week, including matinées, which she
loathed. (“There are many things to be said for the afternoon performance, chief among them
being that it cuts in so generously on one’s work,” she wrote in 1921).“Now the matinée audience



is composed almost wholly of women, and this department wants it distinctly understood that it
is making no endeavor to crab the innocent activities of our girls. Personally, there are few sexes
that I have a higher regard for than that which always gets by as the fair one. All I say is, I wish
they would spend their afternoons in shopping.”Mrs. Parker stood out as the only female critic
covering Broadway. She broke ground in a male-dominated profession when women in America
could not vote, buy real estate on their own, or get a passport using their maiden name. The
Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, granting voting rights, wasn’t ratified until the
summer of 1920 and other women’s equality issues would take years to pass.In the time period
that she was sitting in the aisle seat, Mrs. Parker was witness to the last great era of live theatre
in America before radio, talking pictures, and television decimated attendance. In New York,
close to eighty theatres were in operation, compared with thirty-five or so left today. Sometimes
as many as seven new shows debuted in one night. In the Twenties, more than two hundred
shows opened every season; by 1939 this number had sunk to ninety-eight. The 2012-2013
season saw just forty-six shows open.The reviews you are about to read are an incredible
testament to the changes Mrs. Parker witnessed. She saw the last white actors appearing on
Broadway in blackface, among them Eddie Cantor and Al Jolson. When black actors broke the
color barrier, she was there to see former elevator operator Charles Gilpin star in Eugene
O’Neill’s The Emperor Jones. Mrs. Parker championed Jewish actors, who had their own
theatres on the Lower East Side, writing:“If I had thought for a moment that you would stand for
it, I should start right off by saying, in full, round tones easily audible in the farthest corner of the
room, that Jacob Ben-Ami, late of the Yiddish theatre and now of the Hopkins production of
Samson and Delilah, is a great actor… . I should go even farther, if my nerve held out, and
announce that Jacob Ben-Ami is one of the greatest actors on the stage today.”Mrs. Parker told
her audience about black revues in Harlem as well as Greenwich Village experimental plays.
She let the lily-white dailies cover the standard theatre fare as she sought out new plays,
playwrights, and actors. In early 1923, Mrs. Parker attended a groundbreaking theatre debut,
R.U.R. The Capek brothers, Josef and Karel, had coined the term “robot” for Rossum’s Universal
Robots.And what acting she was in the audience to see. John Barrymore in Hamlet and every
edition of the Ziegfeld Follies are some of her most fascinating reviews. Mrs. Parker reviewed
some of the biggest names of the era: Fanny Brice, George M. Cohan, Katherine Cornell, W. C.
Fields, Helen Hayes, Al Jolson, the Lunts, Will Rogers, and more.It is almost a rags-to-riches
story to learn how a sophisticated magazine such as Vanity Fair, which at the time ran ads for
butler and housemaid uniforms, printed articles in French, and had a “dog mart” section for
breeding farms, would hire a writer who never graduated from high school to cover such an
important part of the entertainment world. Less than five years before she took her free seats at
the Shubert Theatre, Dorothy Rothschild was a teenager from West Eightieth Street, taking care
of her sick father with dim prospects for the future.She was born in Long Branch, New Jersey, at
the family’s summer beach house, on August 22, 1893. Her parents, Henry and Eliza Rothschild,
were upper middle class residents of Manhattan’s Upper West Side. Henry Rothschild was in



the garment business with his younger brother, Martin. They manufactured cloaks and
outerwear that were sold in downtown shops. While not wealthy, the family was comfortable
enough to have housekeepers and the Jersey Shore house in an area where many other
prosperous Jewish families spent vacations. Dorothy’s mother passed away right before her fifth
birthday. Her father remarried soon after; she never warmed up to her stepmother, Eleanor, who
died in 1903.Henry Rothschild had his daughter educated at a Roman Catholic elementary
school, Blessed Sacrament, on West Seventy-ninth Street. Young Dorothy devoured every book
she could find, wrote poems for her father, and sent postcards and letters to him when she was
away. She grew up reading magazines, particularly St. Nicholas, a youth-oriented literary
publication. Her education lasted until she was about 14 years old. In 1907 Dorothy was enrolled
at Miss Dana’s School, a private finishing school forty miles from the city in Morristown, New
Jersey, when she left to return home to care for her father, whose health was declining. He died
in December 1913, leaving her a little money. Dorothy worked odd jobs and lived with her older
sister until she got the big break that changed her life.Not long after her father passed away,
Dorothy submitted a poem based on her years of experiences at summer resorts in Long Island
and New Jersey. The editors of Vanity Fair snapped up “Any Porch.” Vanity Fair was a newly
revamped, high society monthly launched in 1914 by publisher Condé Nast, the man behind the
success of Vogue. Emboldened by the acceptance, the 21-year-old marched down to the
publishing offices on West Forty-fourth Street and asked for a job. She got it.Tiny Dorothy
Rothschild, who was just shy of five feet in height and wore her jet-black hair in bangs, was
handed over to Vogue’s offices. Today she would be called an editorial assistant, helping out on
writing captions, light editing chores, and office work. She worked under the legendary Edna
Woolman Chase, who was editor in chief from 1914 to 1952. The office required the women to
wear gloves in the office and she was addressed as Miss Rothschild. She continued to write
humorous pieces and verse on the side, which were readily accepted at the sister publication
down the hall.The irascible and stylish Frank Crowninshield, the man who first spotted her
talents, edited Vanity Fair. About three years working on Vogue, Crowninshield transferred her to
his staff. It was a momentous time in her life. In 1917 she married her boyfriend, Edwin Pond
Parker II, a stockbroker from Connecticut. She was 23; he was 26. Days after the civil ceremony
in Yonkers, Eddie Parker left for army training in New Jersey. He shipped out to France as an
ambulance driver, seeing heavy fighting in France. While her husband was off in the war,
Dorothy Parker was climbing the ladder of success in remarkable fashion. In early 1918,
Crowninshield gave the drama department to her.Mrs. Parker’s career zoomed upwards from
this point. About six months after she joined Vanity Fair, Crowninshield hired Robert Benchley as
the magazine’s first managing editor. Benchley was a Harvard grad from Massachusetts, a
straight arrow who didn’t smoke, drink, or use bad language. He’d failed daily newspaper work
and was looking to break into humor writing. He was followed at Vanity Fair by Robert E.
Sherwood, a struggling writer who wanted to write plays. The three became inseparable.The
columns she wrote for Vanity Fair coincided with a strange interlude on Broadway, one that



would be repeated twenty years later. Most of the producers were mining patriotism and the war
effort to fuel their shows. Mrs. Parker was in the midst of these “war plays” that featured chorus
girls in stars and stripes, or high-brow dramas set in hospitals and battlefields. She loathed
them, and each month struggled to say something nice. “I have been through so many war plays
that I feel like a veteran,” she wrote. “I have so much propaganda poured into me that I couldn’t
hold another drop. I have witnessed so many German spies that I have begun to distrust my own
family.”She was given ample space in the magazine, and her reviews were featured every month
from April 1918 to March 1920. But the end of her relationship with Vanity Fair came swiftly.Mrs.
Parker was a fan of the Follies, produced annually by Florenz Ziegfeld. However, she took great
delight in needling him every chance she got. She praised the shows, generally enjoying the
music and comedy, the showgirls, and comedians. But Ziegfeld himself never got a pass. When
Ziegfeld divorced the glamorous Anna Held in 1913 and married Billie Burke, it gave Mrs. Parker
a second opening to wound him. She generally praised Burke’s acting, as the reviews show.
However, as Burke took part after part in her husband’s shows, playing ingénue roles into her
thirties, Mrs. Parker had enough. Burke was 34 playing Juliet, and this set the critic’s teeth on
edge. Finally, when Ziegfeld cast his spouse in Caesar’s Wife, a W. Somerset Maugham
comedy, she couldn’t take it any longer. Burke, she wrote, “looks charmingly youthful” for being
35. Mrs. Parker went on to say, “She is at her best in her more serious moments; in her desire to
convey the girlishness of the character, she plays her lighter scenes as if she were giving an
impersonation of Eva Tanguay.” Bang! Ziegfeld hit the roof. Comparing his wife to Tanguay was
akin to calling her the era’s Lady Gaga. He complained to Condé Nast, who left the matter to
Crowninshield. Over tea and scones at the Plaza Hotel, Mrs. Parker was fired in January 1920.
She finished out her commitments during the next several weeks, meanwhile lining up her next
bread and butter job.The next move brought Mrs. Parker to a much wider national audience. At
Vanity Fair, the average monthly circulation in 1919 was approximately 68,000. Beginning in May
1920, Dorothy Parker readers could find her theatre reviews in the monthly magazine Ainslee’s.
Its average circulation at the time was about 773,000. Ainslee’s at one time was one of the
biggest publishers of fiction in America, rivaled only by Harper’s. Ainslee’s essentially invented
the monthly short story magazine format.Ainslee’s was a product of the powerful Street & Smith
Company, at the time the largest publishing house in the nation. Street & Smith invented the
dime novel and created thousands of “pulp” magazines, named for the cheap paper they were
printed on. Founded by Francis S. Street and Francis S. Smith in New York in the 1850s, the
company was built on the New York Weekly Dispatch, “A journal of useful knowledge, romance,
amusement, etc. Two dollars a year.” The illustrated newspaper was a smash success. This
paved the way for the company’s Westerns, romance, crime and detective, and adventure
serials. The company pumped out to an eager mass audience stories about Buffalo Bill,
detective Nick Carter, the Shadow, and Doc Savage. When the Street & Smith office at 79
Seventh Avenue (at 15th Street) opened in 1905, it was nicknamed “the Fiction Factory.” Men
wrote forty to sixty thousand words a week for fifty or sixty dollars. The first job Theodore Dreiser



had was at Street & Smith, making fifteen dollars a week as an editor.Street & Smith launched
Ainslee’s in 1898 as “the magazine that entertains.” There was no “Ainslee” at all; the company
made the name up in case the magazine folded quickly, so as not to tarnish the brand. Ainslee’s
was brought out to compete with the two titans of New York newspaper publishing, the daily
World (published by Joseph Pulitzer) and The Journal (under William Randolph Hearst). Street
& Smith saw the dailies publishing fiction and serials for a penny, so it launched a magazine for a
nickel with five times the stories. It was an immediate hit. Among the names Ainslee’s published
are many familiar in the canon of early 20th Century fiction. O. Henry was discovered by
Ainslee’s, which bought his first stories for $75 apiece. Willa Cather, Bret Harte, Rudyard Kipling,
Jack London, and H. G. Wells could be found in its pages, along with verse, humor, and light
news. Twenty-five years before The New Yorker was launched, Ainslee’s was considered one of
the top magazines for short fiction and poetry. Running the “In Broadway Playhouses” column for
3,000 to 4,000 words a month was Mrs. Parker, who was 27 at the time.Her time writing for
Ainslee’s was much more loose than at the buttoned-up Vanity Fair office. (She did not work in
the Street & Smith office; she and Benchley rented a tiny office together south of Times Square.)
Mrs. Parker pushed the boundaries and openly complained about poor performances and weak
playwrights. In 1920 she blithely dismissed the actress Margot Kelly, who had appeared earlier
in a wordless play, by declaring, hear Miss Kelly’s singing voice is more fully to understand her
great success in pantomime.” She was also gunning for weak scripts, saying of a summer show,
“Three Showers gets its title from a superstition that a wish made on a day when three showers
fall will surely be granted. I wished, early in the evening, that the show would be over by nine
o’clock, but it didn’t come true.”Mrs. Parker sometimes was not the most prescient of critics,
particularly when spotting writing talent. Eugene O’Neill is a perfect example. In November 1921
she was in the audience when Anna Christie made its debut at the Vanderbilt Theatre on West
Forty-eighth Street. When it came time for Mrs. Parker to tell her national Ainslee’s audience
about the play, she buried it in the February 1922 issue. After writing about pure dreck for 1,800
words—covering plays that will be forever lost to the sands of time—she gets to Anna Christie.
While she liked the play, saying it had “the most absorbing first act to be seen on the
contemporary stage,” it earned only a brief, lukewarm review. She spared a mere 275 words on
O’Neill’s play. Anna Christie won the Pulitzer Prize for Drama that year and has been brought
back to Broadway three times.While she was writing the reviews that are in this book, something
else was going on in Dorothy Parker’s life: her membership in the Algonquin Round Table. The
group was launched in June 1919 at the Algonquin Hotel on West Forty-fourth Street, a five-
minute walk from her office at Vanity Fair. The group was begun by two press agents who
worked at the Hippodrome Theatre, at the time located directly across the street from the hotel
(it was demolished in 1939). Murdock Pemberton and John Peter Toohey wanted to convince
Times drama critic Alexander Woollcott to push one of their shows. Woollcott, just back from
serving in the army, was brought to the Algonquin for lunch. The press agents struck out, but
hearing Woollcott’s endless war stories gave them an idea for a welcome-home roast. They



invited friends, critics, publicists, writers, and producers, to the hotel for a luncheon, and it was
such a success that the group continued the daily gatherings for about six years. Mrs. Parker,
Benchley, Sherwood, Woollcott, and 20 others were charter members.During the years
1918-1923, Broadway was vastly different from the live theatre business in New York today.
Shows ran weeks or months to be successful and earn their money back, not years. Modestly
priced tickets brought theatergoers into playhouses more often. But perhaps the biggest
difference between the two periods is a tradition that has been completely lost in modern times,
and one that Mrs. Parker enjoyed writing about so much: the changing seasons.There was a
clear delineation of the Broadway season before World War II. Owing to the lack of air
conditioning, most playhouses went dark during the summer months, and actors and actresses
took their summer vacations or played in summer road companies. During the summertime,
producers that kept the theatres that remained open were stocked with revues. The Follies, Earl
Carroll’s Vanities, and the Scandals all opened in the summer. Mrs. Parker said this was like
watching a thermometer:“The producer sets out his wares with one eye on the thin red line of
mercury. When it crouches low in its tube, he seizes advantage of the bracing effect upon the
public’s constitution and hurries to bring forth his heavier dramas while his audiences are strong
enough to stand them. When it takes an upward turn, he promptly responds with a timely
showing of light entertainment. And when, as it recently did, the mercury gets well up into the
latter eighties, he throws off all weight of manuscript, hires the majority of unemployed vaudeville
acts in the vicinity, sends out a hurry call for beautiful women, flings thought of expense to the
winds, and produces revues.”The Fall brought dramas, tragedies, and mysteries. In 1922 she
wrote, “And yet, as one gazes upon the early Fall plays, once can but feel that there is grave
error in this marking-time idea. Most of them ought to be doing time.” During the Christmas
season dozens of plays would take their bows. Producers spared no expense in showing off
huge casts and spending large sums on extravagance. Then came the Spring season. In April
1923 Mrs. Parker was ready for the new crop of plays to debut, writing, “About Spring shows:
The plays produced around this time are the rice puddings of the theatrical world; they don’t hurt
anybody, and they’re undeniably filling.”As mentioned earlier, Mrs. Parker was an outspoken
critic when it came to race and religion in Broadway productions. She abhorred the racial
stereotypes prevalent of the era; there are numerous reviews where she casts a withering gaze
at blackface actors (and even black actors in white paint). She was not raised in a religious
household, but she goes to bat for the inclusion of Jews in mainstream plays. In October 1920
she attacked Come Seven, a comedy by Octavus Roy Cohen, based on his Saturday Evening
Post stories, a blackface three-act play at the Broadhurst Theatre.“The program is insistent to
the point of violence on the fact that all the parts are played by white actors appropriately tinted
for the occasion, but it seems superfluous to call attention to this, for one is never in the slightest
doubt about it. The actors’ portrayal of the negro race goes only as deep as a layer of burnt cork,
and so, one cannot help but feel, does the author’s. The comedy, while adroit and amusing, is
less a picture of the negro than a picture postcard. The characters who appear in it are not of the



colored race, but of the blackface race—the typical stage negroes, lazy, luridly dressed,
addicted to crap shooting, and infallibly mispronouncing every word of more than three syllables.
Mr. Cohen has been called the Montague Glass of the colored race, and the comparison is a
happy one, save that he is far less flattering in his portrayal of the negro than is Mr. Glass is his
delineation of the Jew.”Mrs. Parker had her favorites, and gushed about them when she could.
She liked anything Ethel Barrymore, Marjorie Rambeau, Mrs. Fiske, or Emily Stevens appeared
in. Her top male stars were John Barrymore, Alfred Lunt, and Henry Miller. She adored
comedies, and appreciated the skills of W. C. Fields, Raymond Hitchcock, and Will Rogers. She
was a fan of good singers, shapely chorus girls, and songs that could be hummed the day after
the show. An avowed dog lover, if there was a dog in the cast, he or she was sure to be
mentioned in the review. In 1922 she wrote, “Particularly intelligent work in a character part is
done by a dog… who though small and somewhat shabby, has a splendid face for
comedy.”When someone was bad, she said so. In August 1918 she went to the latest of edition
of the Follies, which by then was a national institution. “Most of the numbers are entrusted to
Lillian Lorraine, who is easier than ever to look at and harder than ever to listen to—something
really ought to be done about those high notes which she insists upon taking at the end of every
song. After spending almost an entire evening in listening to her sing, I can’t understand why she
doesn’t go into the movies”—still silent at the time. In March 1919 she came home from Henry
Miller’s Theatre and wrote, “You know how a play in dialect is. At the first act, you think, “How
quaint!”; at the second act, you wish they would either stop using dialect or keep quiet; and at the
third act, you wish you hadn’t come. And Tillie, I may mention in passing, has four acts.”What
was a perfect evening at the theatre for Dorothy Parker? A mystery, or as she called them, “the
crook plays.” Any time a mystery came out, she was first in line for it. She loved to be scared, and
always reviewed the plot as much as the outcome. She was chilled in 1922 when she wrote:“I
am probably the most easily thrilled member of any known audience: even the oldest
melodramatic devices take immediate effect on my spine. Let the United States cavalry dash up
at the appropriate moment, let the terror-stricken heroine discover that the room is locked from
the outside, even let a door swing slowly and silently ajar, and those about me have to unite in
holding me in my seat… . The mention of Scotland Yard on the stage drives me little short of wild
with excitement; and a suave and villainous Indian prince is almost too thrilling a sight for me to
look upon and still live. It would really be a good stroke of business for the managers of mystery
melodramas to pay me to come around and go into my usual convulsions of terror over their
shows.”One of the treats to edit this book was reading new Dorothy Parker material—new to my
eyes, in any event. There are so many fantastic lines and quotes in this collection, they are
incredibly superlative to the weak and ridiculous quotes attributed to her found online. The
wisecracks in her Broadway reviews of ninety-plus years ago are timeless:“The piece comes
directly from a run in Boston, where, it is said, the police were called out to handle the mobs who
attempted to get into the theatre. Although it is not so stated, one gathers that the crowds were
trying to get at the authors.” (May 1920)“Helen Ware was also present in the strikingly unsuited



role of an opera singer; you might say that she was a round pagan in a square hole.” (March
1921)“This tragedy receives the sort of acting that marks a production of A Box of Monkeys by
the Good Times Club, composed of the boys and girls of Miss MacWhinney’s algebra
class.” (April 1921)“Miss Dorothy Mackaye’s best moments were those when she was off
stage.” (November 1921)“If you know of any high-school class that wants to give a nice little
show at commencement, Wait Till We’re Married would be just the thing for them.” (December
1922)“The Grand Duke remains as harmless as a dish of oatmeal, and just about as
interesting.” (February 1922)“If I were to tell you the plot of the piece, in detail, you would feel that
the only honorable thing for you to do would be to marry me.” (May 1922)“They say the play ran
twenty-four consecutive weeks out in Los Angeles—way out West, where men are men, and
audiences are dumb-bells, apparently.” (April 1923)“James Rennie, as always, is skillful and
engaging, but he impresses one as being approximately as French as William Jennings
Bryan.” (June 1923)“Lowell Sherman gets the utmost out of the addict’s spell of longing for his
dose of morphine. So whole-heartedly does he throw himself into the role that sensitive
members of the audience presently begin to grimace and jerk in unison with him. After awhile,
look out for this one, it’s going to be a nifty, you can’t tell twitch is twitch.” (June 1923)Mrs. Parker
left Ainslee’s after the July 1923 issue. In December 1924 she changed places and made her
debut as a playwright. She collaborated with Elmer Rice on the three-act family comedy Close
Harmony. It had only a one-month run at the 800-seat Gaiety Theatre and closed before the year
ended. It had limited success on the road, and was a disappointment to her. However, she was
busy with her other pursuits. Before leaving Ainslee’s, she sold two short stories to The Smart
Set and was publishing her verse in several places.However, she was not completely done with
Broadway criticism. When her friends Harold Ross and Jane Grant launched The New Yorker in
February 1925, they asked their Round Table friend to contribute the first (unsigned) review.
Benchley later became the full-time critic, and he asked Mrs. Parker to substitute for him in 1931
for eight weeks.For the remainder of the 1920s her personal life had peaks and valleys. She
attempted suicide at least three times and divorced her husband in 1928. Her first collection of
poetry was published in 1926; Enough Rope sold through multiple editions in the first months. At
this time she also made her first of several trips to Europe, vacationing with the American expats
Gerald and Sara Murphy on the French Riviera. Mrs. Parker also became more politically active,
beginning with her arrest in 1927 protesting the planned execution of Sacco and Vanzetti in
Boston. This would begin a lifetime of scrutiny by the U.S. government. Mrs. Parker’s FBI file is
more than 350 pages long.In 1929 “Big Blonde,” the most successful of Dorothy Parker’s fiction,
won the O. Henry Award for best short story of the year. It also was a good capstone for the
decade. As the 1930s began she was at loose ends until she met the man that would be her
second husband, Alan Campbell, a writer and actor from Virginia. After their 1934 marriage, the
couple moved to Los Angeles and had a thirty-year, on- and off-again relationship with each
other and Hollywood screenwriting. Mrs. Parker became increasing political in the pre-war years,
and was a frequent speaker at left-wing causes and events.She quit writing poetry in 1944 and



her short fiction stopped in the early 1950s. Mrs. Parker made her living off book reviews for
Esquire and the occasional royalty for radio or film rights to her stories. She had one more taste
of Broadway when she collaborated with Arnaud d’Usseau on The Ladies of the Corridor, a
drama that had a brief run of just forty-five performances on Broadway in the fall of 1953.
Following Alan Campbell’s death in 1963, Mrs. Parker returned to Manhattan. She lived out her
days in semi-retirement at the Volney Hotel on East Seventy-fourth Street. Dorothy Parker died
on June 7, 1967. She was 73.Everyone in this book is now dead; you won’t have a chance to see
any of them perform. I believe the last living stage professional Mrs. Parker reviewed was Music
Box Revue star Ivy Sawyer, who died in 1999 when she was almost 102 and last appeared on
Broadway in 1927. Almost none of the plays will ever come back to Broadway, either. But reading
about them, and seeing them through the eyes of Dorothy Parker, brings them back to life.Kevin
C. Fitzpatrick is the author of The Algonquin Round Table New York: A Historical Guide (Lyons
Press), A Journey Into Dorothy Parker’s New York (Roaring Forties Press) and Under the Table:
A Dorothy Parker Cocktail Guide (Lyons Press). With Nat Benchley, he co-edited The Lost
Algonquin Round Table: Humor, Fiction, Journalism, Criticism, and Poetry From America’s Most
Famous Literary Circle (Donald Books). Fitzpatrick founded the Dorothy Parker Society
(dorothyparker.com) in 1999.Chapter 1: 1918A Succession of Musical Comedies: The Innocent
Diversions of a Tired Business WomanVanity Fair, April 1918Well, Wodehouse and Bolton and
Kern have done it again. Every time these three are gathered together, the Princess Theatre is
sold out for months in advance. This thing of writing successes is just getting to be a perfect
bore with them. They get up in the morning, look out of the window, and remark wearily, stifling a
yawn, “Oh, Lord—nothing to do outdoors on a day like this. I suppose we might as well put over
another Oh, Boy!”From all present indications, Oh, Lady! Lady!!—they do love to work off their
superfluous punctuation on their titles—is going to run for the duration of the war, anyway. You
can get a seat at the Princess, somewhere along around the middle of August, for just about the
price of one on the Stock Exchange. Only moving picture artists and food profiteers will be able
to attend for the first six months; After that, owners of ammunition plants may, by trading in their
Thrift Stamps, may be able to get a couple of standing rooms. Of course, if you want to be mean
about it, you can talk about the capacity of the theatre, which is nearly that of a good-sized grain
elevator. But I still insist that Tyson would be exacting staggering rentals for seats for Oh, Lady!
Lady!! if it were playing in Madison Square Garden.If you ask me, I will look you fearlessly in the
eye and tell you, in low, throbbing tones, that it has it all over any other musical comedy in town. I
was completely sold on it. Not even the presence in the first-night audience of Mr. William
Randolph Hearst, wearing an American flag on his conventional black lapel, could spoil my
evening.But then Wodehouse and Bolton and Kern are my favorite indoor sport, anyway. I like
the way they go about a musical comedy. I love the soothing quiet—the absence of revolver
shots, and jazz orchestration, and “scenic” effects, and patriotic songs with the members of the
chorus draped in the flags of the Allies, and jokes about matrimony and Camembert cheese.I
like the way the action slides casually into the songs without the usual “Just think, Harry is



coming home again! I wonder if he’ll remember that little song we used to sing together? It went
something like this.” I like the deft rhyming of the song that is always sung in the last act, by two
comedians and one comedienne. And oh, how do I like Jerome Kern’s music—those nice, soft,
polite little tunes that always make me wish I’d been a better girl. And all these things are even
more so in Oh, Lady! Lady!! that they were in Oh, Boy! (At least one reference to Oh, Boy! must
be made in any mention of any other Wodehouse, Bolton, and Kern musical comedy. Now I’ve
done mine—twice.)The cast of Oh, Lady! Lady!! certainly does the right thing by it. Carl Randall,
who dances like a clothed member of the Ballet Russe, is the Boy Wonder of the occasion. He
does practically everything, except double in brass, and he has that worried look which is the
greatest asset of a comedian. He is the only musical comedy hero in captivity who can dance his
way down the stage, while the lined-up chorus girls hold their arms in an arch above him, and
still look like a human being.And, besides all that, he gets through the entire evening without
once appearing in a Norfolk coat.Vivienne Segal, who escaped uninjured from the wreck of the
Century show, sings and dances charmingly. But won’t someone who knows her awfully well
please tell her, all for her own good, that her dresses really should be just a little bit longer?
When the critics pull off their annual Spring festival, the famous non-prize contest for the twelve
best individual performances of the season, I should like to nominate Reginald Mason, as the
English detective, for the rating among the first six. People like Carroll McComas, Margaret Dale,
Edward Abeles, and Harry Fisher are scattered casually through the rest of the cast, while the
chorus is composed of good, kind, motherly-looking women.I was deeply disappointed and
grieved in Going Up. Maybe it was because I had heard such paeans of praise about the thing
that I rather got the impression that people who once saw it never wanted to see anything else,
but just pined away and died if they weren’t allowed to go to it every night. Maybe it was because
my seat was so far over at the right side of the Liberty Theatre that I was practically out in Tenth
Avenue. Or maybe it was because the lady on my left, who discovered the loss of one of her
gloves shortly after the curtain rose, and searched for it ceaselessly throughout the evening. She
was one of the most thoroughly conscientious women I have ever encountered; the glove was
evidently the dying bequest of some departed dear one, and life was as nothing to her without it.
She went over every inch of floor space within a radius of twenty feet; she not only rose and
shook herself at ten-minute intervals, but she made everybody around her rise and shake
themselves, also. The pleasant knowledge that I was under strong suspicion added much to the
general thinness of my evening.Be that as it may, I wasn’t wild about Going Up. However, the
piece is bearing up bravely under the blow; according to those who have tried to get seats, the
house is sold out until sometime in 1924.Going Up is a musical version of The Aviator. Do you
remember The Aviator? No, you wouldn’t—nobody did. Well, anyhow, Going Up has been made
over by Otto Harbach, and supplied with music by Louis Hirsch. It has far more plot and much
more connected story than most musical comedies. In fact, it’s chock full of connected story; you
don’t get away from it for a minute. Large segments of connected story are always lying around
the stage, getting in the way of the chorus. Personally, I would willingly swap any amount of



connected story for a few good lines, but everyone else seems to enjoy it, and who am I to crab
their innocent fun? It’s one of those exuberant things—the chorus constantly bursts on, singing
violently and dashing through their maneuvers, and everybody rushes about a great deal, and
slaps people on the back, and bets people thousands of stage dollars, and grasps people
fervently by the hand, loudly shouting, “It’s a go!”I will say one thing for it, though—there wasn’t a
single song based on the heatless, meatless, or wheatless days, and no one used the word
“camouflage” in my hearing. It’s come to the point where if I have to hear or see that word just
once more, I’m going to make a separate peace.Going Up is strictly a one-man show. Frank
Craven is the entire evening. He rises above the need for clever lines—he can bring down the
house with an agonized look or a single groan of anguish. With sublime good humor and
superhuman endurance, Edith Day sings and dances “Tickle Toe” (which the orchestras about
town have made almost as popular as “The Star-Spangled Banner”) as many times as the
howling audience demands—I think it was a hundred and thirty-seven on the night I was
there.Girl O’ Mine is one of those shows at which you can get a lot of knitting done. I turned a
complete heel without once having my attention distracted by anything that happened on the
stage. The comedy part is as harmless as a vanilla ice-cream soda and equally stimulating.
Frank Tours’ music is as reminiscent and as easily forgotten as a story in Ainslee’s. Even the
song that they want you to go out whistling doesn’t stick with you. The cast does its utmost.
Frank Fay, in particular, does all that mortal man can do for musical comedy. Dorothy Dickson
dances as gracefully as ever, and she sings too—but that, as Mr. Kipling has so often been
accused of saying, is another story.By all means go to Girl O’ Mine if I you want a couple of
hours’ undisturbed rest. If you don’t knit, bring a book.The Love Mill grinds but slowly and it
grinds exceedingly small. Andreas Dippel, who produced it, really should go to Lakewood for a
few weeks. He can’t be quite well. From the opening chorus, which consists of exempted young
men in white flannels, wielding tennis racquets as if they were butterfly nets, to the final
discouraged drop of the curtain, it is All Wrong. I’m a tired business woman, and I do love my bit
of vulgarity of an evening, but when the chief divertissement consists of two hundred and fifty
pounds of comedienne throwing herself into a man’s arms, felling him to the earth, and falling
heavily upon himwhen the most delicate jests are those which refer to the perfume of onions—
well, it’s just too much, that’s all. Occasionally, the efforts of the company are greeted with a
patter of applause from a sympathetic usher, and now and then someone in the audience laughs
uneasily—probably from nervousness. But in the main, it is one of those shows in which all the
laughter comes from the stage.There are countless sallies about marriage and innumerable
songs about love—love being compared to various things it in no way resembles, a bridle path
and a mill, among others. The mill song contains the exquisite rhyme— “as I think of the time
when your lips met mine.” Another gem is the patriotic duet beginning, “Now the country is
calling, calling you and I—”I know who wrote those lyrics and I know the names of the people in
the cast, but I’m not going to tell on them. The Love Mill will probably be but a horrid memory by
the time this organ of enlightenment sells out on the newsstands. The poor thing had a bad start,



anyway. It couldn’t hope to get right. It was produced at the Forty-Eighth Street Theatre—the
stop just before Cain’s store-house.If you like the Winter Garden brand of entertainment, you
simply won’t be able to contain yourself over Sinbad, the newest Winter Garden orgy. It is billed
as an extravaganza, and it’s all that. It looks just like the advertisements for Chu Chin Chow
sound.If you like great masses of trick scenery, and involved ballets, and glittering properties
and a shipwreck scene so realistic that everyone around looks rather green, you’ll hardly
manage to hold yourself in your seat. The show runs true to form, from Al Jolson’s song about
the Albany night boat to the customary girl dressed in male habiliments. It’s never the same girl
for any two shows, but one of these parts is always written in. Any male ingénue could play it
perfectly well, but having a girl do it makes it more intricate. The only surprise in the evening is
the absence of the customary song in which the poor, lonesome little chorus girls trip through
the audience lisping their pathetic need of a Daddy. In fact, the runway gets only one try-out, late
in the last act.Sinbad is produced in accordance with the fine old Shubert precept that nothing
succeeds like undress. Somehow, the Winter Garden chorus always irresistibly reminds me of
that popular nightmare in which the dreamer finds himself unaccountably walking down a
crowded thoroughfare, in broad daylight, clad only in a guest towel. The style of costuming
begins to pall on me after awhile. Of course, I take a certain civic pride in the fact that there is
probably more nudity in our own Winter Garden that there is in any other place in the world,
nevertheless, there are times during an evening’s entertainment when I pine for 11:15, so that I
can go out in the street and see a lot of women with clothes on.But the sailor right in back of me
thought it was all perfectly great.So there you are.The New Order of Musical Comedies: Helpful
Hints on What to Do with Your Left-Over FarcesVanity Fair, May 1918Musical comedies aren’t
what they used to be when I was a girl. I don’t mean to be heart-rending about the thing—I’m just
calling your attention to it.They don’t go about a musical comedy the way they used to. They
don’t start things off with an opening chorus of merry villagers in the national peasant dress of
the Eaves Costume Company, scattering property roses, and singing about how abnormally
happy they are, for the prince is going to be married, and it looks like a big day for the village.
They don’t lay the scene in the kingdom of Neurasthenia and make the leading lady a princess,
thus giving the hero an opportunity to accent her title on the last syllable whenever he speaks to
her. No longer is the comedian cast as a sultan or a pasha or a bey, or something, and I haven’t
seen a naval lieutenant hero all season. They never set the second act in somebody’s studio in
the Latin Quarter any more, and they don’t have the good old masquerade balls where all the
chorus girls dress as gypsies and where the heroine puts on a red satin mask and thus
completely conceals her identity. They have entirely done away with the drinking scene, in which
the chorus men, clad in early English hunting costume, put their feet on the stage chairs, and,
waving their individual drinking cups on high, burst into some song about the advantages of
inebriety as an institution.Even the properties aren’t what they used to be. They don’t have
moons any more, rising jerkily above the tropical palms of the jungle setting. They don’t go in for
those flower-wreathed swings, in which the chorus used to swing far out over the apprehensive



orchestra. There are no longer trick costumes—there always used to be at least one set of
costumes that lighted up at the second encore.I don’t mean to say that I can’t struggle along with
the good old days—I just want to lead gently up to the fact that now a musical comedy isn’t a
musical comedy at all. It’s either an “intimate revue,” a form of entertainment in which each
member of the cast gets up and does his little parlor trick and calls it an evening, or else it’s a
discarded farce, which the talented authors have brought up to date by writing in some music
cues, introducing a few references to Our Flag, the Dolly Sisters, and the new time system, and
getting a man with a good memory to do the music.Oh, Look! is of the latter variety. It used to be
James Montgomery’s farce, Ready Money. Now it’s being produced at the Vanderbilt, and it’s all
full of Harry Carroll’s music, and its name appears on all the prominent ash-cans in large red and
white posters bearing touching testimonials from the Herald and the American. It is one of those
things in which the hero owns a mine someplace out West—now you know the whole story, don’t
you? There is always this about those stage mines: no matter how worthless they may be in the
first act, you need never get all upset about them. Gold is sure to be discovered at five minutes
to eleven.I never saw so much stage money in one evening as there is in Oh, Look! Everybody in
the cast is always waving thousand-dollar bills in the air, or tugging at their pockets in the effort
to work out great rolls of money, or signing property cheques and pressing them on Harry Fox.
There are flocks of stage telegrams, too—I should say only about three less than there are in
Going Up, which still holds the Western Union record.Harry Fox is unquestionably the life of the
party. A pleasant time is had by all while he is on the stage. I do like the way he behaves; he
always makes me feel he must be just that way around the house. He can do wonderful things
with a song; you fully realize that, when his first-act song, “I’m Always Chasing Rainbows,” is
sung in the second act by the leading lady. It’s a good song, too—if you just whistle “Good-Bye,
Dear Old Bachelor Days,” from the Follies before last, you’ll know exactly how it goes.There is
another song, “A Typical Tropical Tune,” which simply drives the audience wild. They are so
delirious with joy that they can hardly stand it. The man next to me, in particular, was so
overcome that I thought he would have to be taken away—so much happiness really couldn’t be
good for him. I hate not to be one of the boys, but they just couldn’t sell me that song. They did
all they could to interest me in it. They encored it for an hour and twenty minutes steadily; they let
me memorize all the words and they gave me every opportunity of learning the tune. But
somehow, it left me cold. However, I will admit that it had it all over the Act I song, which is based
on the idea that, if every woman only had a little love affair in her home, none of them would ever
give a hang about voting. Somehow, this thing of making jokes about suffrage always seems to
me to be in the same class with being perfectly killing about Bryan and mothers-in-law and the
Ford car. Anyone can do that—the stunt lies in not doing it.The cast works so hard that I was all
tired out. Nobody stays in the same place for more than thirty seconds at a stretch, and people
don’t just keep quiet and pay attention while somebody else is singing; they keep interpolating
remarks, or throwing in harmonies. The chorus is the most obliging, eager-to-please
organization I have ever encountered. They get through a song and its accompanying



calisthenics, and then, before anyone has had a chance to make a motion towards applause,
there they are, right back on the stage again, doing the whole thing over just as enthusiastically
as if it were the first time. It’s really stimulating to see them.I didn’t have much of an evening at
Toot-Toot! I was disappointed, too, because the advertisements all spoke so highly of it. It’s
another of those renovated farces—it used to be Excuse Me, in the good old days before the
war. I wish they hadn’t gone and called it Toot-Toot! When anybody asks you what you are going
to see tonight and you have to reply Toot-Toot! it does sound so irrelevant. It has been made over
by a lot of people—Edgar Allan Woolf did the book, they lyrics are by Berton Braley, and Jerome
Kern wrote the music. They brought it up to date by the simple expedient of putting all the men in
khaki, and letting the cheers of the audience do the rest.You know, there’s something gravely
wrong with me. I have just realized it lately. I never knew I was unpatriotic before—I’m the wife of
one of Our Boys, and I wasn’t wild about Germans long before this war ever started. But there is
something seriously the matter—I simply cannot get all worked up at the sight of a company of
chorus men clad in Schneider-Anderson uniforms, even though they march right up to the very
footlights with a do or die expression in their eyes. If this be treason, make the most of it.They
don’t let Toot-Toot! go with a mere line in the program about “All the men in this company have
fulfilled their military obligations.” No, they give the draft number and the reason for the
exemption of every man in the cast. It’s a good idea, isn’t it? It’s a particularly good idea in Toot-
Toot! There are frequent stretches in the evening’s entertainment when one is glad to have
something to read.Louise Groody’s dancing does much for everybody concerned, and “The Last
Long Mile,” the Plattsburg marching song, is another bright moment. Of the other songs, “If” is
the only one that I sing in my bath-tub.But I certainly don’t feel that the evening was wasted at
Toot-Toot!—which will doubtless buck up the management a great deal. The seat on my right
was occupied by Molla Bjurstedt—I sat next to her all evening long. I think it ought to help my
backhand wonderfully.I don’t like to say that I have seen worse shows, and more of them, than
another living woman—I do hate to be boastful. I merely wish to remark that I saw Let’s Go and
Follow the Girl on two successive evenings. I think that will cover the case.The title of Let’s Go
was undoubtedly suggested by the remarks of the audience after the first act. I am deeply
grieved in William Rock and Frances White; I didn’t think they would ever go do anything like
that. I have always been one of Frances White’s most ardent rooters. I admit she has much of the
same sweet, shy self-effacement that distinguishes Mr. Benny Kauff; nevertheless I would rather
watch her and hear her than anyone else in her line of business. But even Frances White
couldn’t save this thing. It was far beyond salvation. There are two things in this world that I
cannot ever hope to understand. One is why people go rowing in Central Park, and the other is
just what it was that made William Rock get up in front of a lot of people—mostly there on free
tickets—and give an imitation of Richard Mansfield. Let’s not talk about it anymore.And there
was Follow the Girl. Only the fact that I saw The Love Mill last month prevents me from hailing
Follow the Girl as the world’s worst show.Well, it’s all over now anyway.The Dramas That Gloom
in the Spring:The Difficulties of Being a Dramatic Critic and a Sunny Little Pollyanna at the Same



TimeVanity Fair, June 1918Ido hate to be a gloom, particularly in the gentle Springtime, but
honestly, after what I’ve been through, I doubt if I’ll ever be a little Pollyanna around the house
again.No woman could look on the things that I have seen and still keep her girlish laughter.
Sometimes I try to think that it can’t be true—that it’s all some hideous dream. I try to be
reasonable about it. I say to myself, “Now, you know yourself, that this can’t be. There couldn’t be
plays as bad as these. In the first place, no one could write them, and in the second place, no
one could produce them.”But the programs, silent proofs of the atrocities I have witnessed, are
right there before me and I know that is all only too true.It must be the Spring. That’s the only way
I can explain it. There must be something in all this talk about the effect of Spring on the more or
less human race. It seems to hit the theatrical managers particularly hard. Just as soon as April
begins to laugh her golden laughter and, the moment after, snow her girlish blizzards, the
managers start to putter about their theatres carefully tending the new little dramas, working
earnestly to help them past the cruel blights of depression and war taxes, striving vainly to
protect them for the bitter frosts of the first nights.It’s all very pretty and picturesque and
commendable; the only thing is that despite all their tender care, the new little dramas are so
delicate, and weak and under stimulated.If you must look on the bright side though, there is this
about the new Spring plays: Until you have seen them, you will never, never know how good a
regular play will seem to you. In my present state of almost impenetrable gloom brought on by
night after night of April, Nancy Lee, and Once Upon a Time, you don’t know how it helps to have
one good evening to look back on. You don’t know what it means to me to be able to say a few
kind words about something. I am almost overcome with happiness to be able to announce with
heartfelt appreciation, that Hedda Gabler is something else again. Mr. Arthur Hopkins, who
produced it, has my undying gratitude. He will never know all that he did for me.I know all those
things that the critics said about Nazimova’s performance of Hedda Gabler, but I can’t help it—I
thought she was great. I know she was weird, and morbid, and exaggerated, and neurasthenic,
and full of poses, all those other things they called her, but that is my notion of the way she
should have been. Somehow, I never could seem to picture Hedda Tesman as belonging to the
Susanna Cocroft type. I thought Nazimova was consistently wonderful, from the moment of her
first, bored entrance to the shot that marked her spectacular final exit. Shots almost always do
mark the final exit of Mr. Ibsen’s heroines.I do wish that he had occasionally let the ladies take
bichloride of mercury, or turn on the gas, or do something quiet and neat around the house. I
invariably miss most of the lines in the last act of an Ibsen play; I always have my fingers in my
ears, waiting for the loud shot report that means that the heroine has just Passed On.Lionel
Atwill, as George Tesman, gave what seems to me a flawless performance—and George
Tesman is one of those parts that can be overdone almost without an effort; just one “Fancy
that!” too many and you’re gone. His make-up was perfect; I have never seen such a
convincingly realistic goatee. That and his gold-rimmed spectacles changed him utterly. I never
should have recognized him if he hadn’t used the same green and red handkerchief that he did
in The Wild Duck. Charles Bryant, as Judge Brack, seemed rather out of the picture. Everybody



knew that the Judge didn’t mean right by Hedda; I did wish he could have managed to look
mean occasionally, instead of beaming paternally upon her all the time.After Hedda Gabler, the
season was over for me. There just wasn’t one other thing that I could get all heated up about.
My life was a long succession of thin evenings.There was Nancy Lee, for instance. And I
expected so much of it, too. I always do of Eugene Walter’s plays. Every time he writes a play, I
get frightfully excited and rush to see it, thinking, in my pathetic way, that it’s going to be another
Easiest Way. I’ve been doing that for years, now, and he’d fooled me every time. I don’t think any
play I ever saw made such a profound impression on me as The Easiest Way.Perhaps part of my
emotional reaction was due to the fact that I had to sneak in from boarding school to see it. At
the time it was produced, I was supposed to be still believing that there were just two kinds of
ladies—ladies, and erring women. Be that as it may, I can never get over it. I’m always hoping, in
my poor deluded way, that Mr. Walter is going to do it again.But he certainly didn’t do it in Nancy
Lee, which he wrote in collaboration with H. Crownin Wilson. Nancy Lee is just another of those
things. The heroine is a daughter of the conventional fine old Southern family in reduced
circumstances. And the family marry her—“sell” is, of course, the term used—to a New York
clubman, which, on the stage, seems to be the worst name you can possibly call a man. Those
stage Southerners are always making their daughters marry undesirable men with money. I
never saw a Southern heroine who wasn’t more married against than marrying.Nancy’s husband
dies before you even see him, however, and she is left alone in the great city. No, you’re wrong.
She doesn’t take up that kind of life at all. She remains as pure as Ivory Soap, although people
refuse to believe it. I never saw a woman who had a more miserable time; she started being
misunderstood the minute the curtain rose, and she never got in right until the last act. At any
time, a few words would have cleared up everything, and we could all have gone home that
much earlier, but those fatal words were never spoken! Nancy just shrugged her shoulders and
smiled a wistful little smile.There is much conversation in Nancy Lee, about men having made
women what they are today and that, therefore, it’s perfectly good, clean sport for any lady to
take from any of her gentlemen friends all the money that she can get away from him. It’s one of
those plays in which the heroine keeps saying nice things about herself; she is always explaining
at great length that men want her because of her pretty face and her pretty figure. In fact, it’s all
strictly according to precedent, even to the usual speech about “getting away from it all.” I was
conscious of a distinct sense of anticlimax, though, in that speech of Nancy’s when, after
declaring that she is going to begin life anew, far away in a little cottage where the sun shines,
and the birds sing, and the flowers bloom, and everything—she announces that she is, in short,
going to settle in Larchmont.And the last act is set in Larchmont, on the most uncomfortable
cottage porch ever seen on any stage. There, after an utterly unconvincing argument, Nancy
assures her lover that she is just as nice a person as he is, and the curtain falls leaving her in his
arms, with the pleasant knowledge that he is going to pay all her odious debts as a wedding
present.Charlotte Walker was charming, but even Charlotte Walker couldn’t make me like Nancy.
Lewis Stone did nobly with the thankless rôle of the hero, and Jobyna Howland played the part



of a rather speedy lady in, I thought, an over-acted way, but as everyone else liked her, I decided
that it was none of my affair.I dropped my comb on the morning of April 19th—it’s an infallible
sign of a disappointment—and that very night I went to the Cohan Theatre and saw Mrs. Fiske,
in a translated version of Henri Lavedan’s Service. I waited patiently through its two acts, but
nothing whatever happened. There was a great deal of talk about, and by, a young man who
wasn’t particularly crazy to go to war, but who finally went, but it didn’t seem to prove anything in
particular. Maybe a good deal of it was due to the acoustics, but, whenever Mrs. Fiske spoke, I
got the impression that what she had to say was only for the ears of those on the stage, and I
didn’t exactly like to eavesdrop. Georges Flateau was fine, I thought, in the rôle of the boy who
doesn’t think much of war. Flateau was so badly wounded at Verdun that he could not return to
the front; and so he’s over here, acting the part of a pacifist. Isn’t it a funny world?Service is
preceded by Lord Dunsany’s sunny little trifle, A Night at the Inn. The horror of the playlet was
effectively removed for me, however, by an exuberant theatre party, sitting in the row just back of
me. They had evidently been slightly misled by the title, A Night at the Inn, they thought it must
be a French farce. When they found that it wasn’t, they weren’t in the least bit daunted. They
were the kind of people who simply couldn’t get along without their sense of humor—they could
get fun out of everything. They roared with laughter over every incident in the playlet, and some
they simply convulsed the others by pretending to be dreadfully frightened and crying out in
make-believe terror. In fact, the drolleries in back of me were so perfectly scintillating that I got to
wishing the people on the stage would keep quiet, and not distract my attention.Before I went to
see April, at the Punch and Judy, I had heard it was so bad that it was funny. But, do you know, it
didn’t impress me that way at all. Now I would have said that it was so bad that it was
depressing. I hated to see all those well-meaning people wasting their evening that way. It is one
of those plays in which the second act is supposed to happen twenty years before the first. The
leading lady expresses a wish to live her life over, and then the stage darkens, there is a sound
as of wailing winds, and Charles Hopkins appears, in a green light and a long black cloak, and
lets her have her wish. After two unbelievably amateurish acts that show what might have
happened if she really had married the rich man, she finally agrees with the audience that even
the first act couldn’t have been as bad as that, and prevails upon Mr. Hopkins to take her back to
it. There’s simply no satisfying some women.There are three good things about April, though.
Two of them are Margalo Gillmore and Jay Strong, the nicest male and female flappers I have
ever seen on any stage. The other one is that the whole play is over by half-past ten.I could only
discover two good things in Once Upon a Time, Rachel Crothers’ play, in which Chauncey Olcott
returned to our city. One was Mr. Olcott himself, and the other was Jessie Ralph’s performance
of the rôle of Lizzie. There is a remarkable stage child in it; entitled Bonnie Marie—sounds like a
slack-wire artist, doesn’t she? She plays a long and difficult part with the self-possession of all
stage children, and she does one burst of weeping that would do credit to Jane Cowl. She’ll
probably be starring in The Wild Duck this time next year.I may be unwomanly, but I can’t be
overcome with pleasure when children burst upon the stage. Personally, I have always felt that



their place is in the home. They all do the same things: they are forever wanting to be told stories;
they insist on everybody’s kissing their dolls; and their most intimate undergarments always
show below their dresses. And then again, their rôle always includes an illness or an accident.A
slight rift in my lute of despondency was caused by Fancy Free, at the Astor. Clifton Crawford is
in it, and Clifton Crawford has a mannerism that I don’t ever remember noticing in other musical
comedy stars: When singing a song with a woman, he lets her have the spotlight. Marilynn Miller
dances remarkably, and really seems to have a good time while doing it.The book of the thing is
by Dorothy Donnelly, who, although she works in most of the old ones, does it so skillfully that
they’re over before you realize it. Unfortunately, she has seen fit to write in a scene in the last act
in which a massive comedienne contracts one of those instantaneous intoxications that are so
popular with all stout musical comedy actresses. I will admit that Violet Englefield does it very
deftly; still, there is something about a large, strong woman, “with vine leaves in her hair,” as Mr.
Ibsen so delicately puts it, that always leaves me a little cold.Mortality in the Drama: The
Increasing Tendency of Our New Plays to Die in Their Earliest InfancyVanity Fair, July
1918There is always something to make the road hard for an aspiring dramatic critic. It isn’t just
the plays themselves—it’s the terrible uncertainties of the life.You can never be sure of anything;
you go to see a play, thinking, in your gullible way, that it would be so nice and topical to write
about it for the next issue—and then, the minute you have your back turned, it goes and dies on
you.That’s the catch to reviewing plays for a monthly magazine. Sometime, late in May, you sit
down and write, all in the present tense, an impassioned review of a play that was produced the
night before. “There,” you think to yourself, “that ought to hold them for awhile.” And then, when
the magazine comes out next month, that play will have been occupying the bridal suite in Cain’s
storehouse for the past three weeks, and everyone will have forgotten it ever existed. And all the
gentle readers of Vanity Fair will wonder how you ever got that way.Here I’ve been doggedly
going to the theatre, night after night, right in the very teeth of the Red Cross drive, just so I could
write a lot of things about the new plays and fill up all the white space around Dorothy Dickson’s
picture. And, of all the myriad new plays that I went to see, exactly three—count them yourself—
three—are still with us this evening. Oh, it’s a dog’s life, that’s what it is.The casualty list was
headed by the Washington Square Players, who departed this life early in May owing to under
capitalization, complicated by a severe attack of the draft, which seized several of the male
stars.Belinda, in which Ethel Barrymore played the rôle of mother to Eva La Gallienne for the
second time this season, fell into a decline, and after languishing through a few short weeks,
passed peacefully away not long after.The Good Men Do, and Her Honor the Mayor, the playlets
which comprised the offering of the Actors’ and Authors’ Theatre, at the Fulton, were plucking at
the coverlet as early as the second night. They are advertising courageously, but I should like to
bet my Government allotment—the allowance for last February ought to reach me any day now—
that they can’t possibly pull through the week.And that leaves us face to face with the sole
survivors—A Marriage of Convenience, The Kiss Burglar, and Rock-a-Bye Baby. From all
present indications, it looks as though they had decided to take off their things and stay



awhile.And if A Marriage of Convenience isn’t still running at Henry Miller’s Theatre when this
magazine comes out, I’m going to be all upset about it. I should like to ask Billie Burke, please,
as a personal favor, never to play anything else—just to keep on in this, season after season. It
was one of the pleasantest evenings I’ve had in many weary weeks. And it wasn’t all because of
the players—it was the play itself. And, if you will think hastily back over the season’ productions,
you will realize that that is uttering a mouthful.Whenever any current dramatist puts over
something all full of scintillating lines and amusing situations, we get all worked up about it and
go around telling each other that these are unquestionably the only times to live in. And then
Alexandre Dumas comes along with a little old last century’s comedy, and just shows us all up. It
was far off in the dim recesses of 1841 that the elder Dumas wrote Un Mariage sous Louis XV. It
was back in the quaint times around 1897 that Sydney Grundy’s adaptation of it was first
produced at the Haymarket Theatre, in London. (I always knew I’d find a use for that
encyclopedia some day.) But, after thinking carefully back over the season, I should like to state,
simply and fearlessly, that I can’t recall a single 1918 vintage comedy, with the exception of Why
Marry? that was half so modern as A Marriage of Convenience. And I’m usually violently
prejudiced against costume plays, at that.I didn’t see A Marriage of Convenience when it was
first produced here—I think I must be getting old, because I’m so anxious to tell you that I was
too young to go to the theatre at the time—but I don’t see how Isabel Irving, who played the
Comtesse de Candale then, could have possibly been better than Billie Burke is in the part now.
I don’t think I ever saw so much charm crowded into one performance. And she could have
spoiled the whole thing so easily, too. If she had ever dropped into kittenishness, the whole
audience would have immediately wanted to rush out into the open air. Her costumes are simply
unbelievable. Whoever made them should have his name in electric lights over the theatre.Henry
Miller and Lowell Sherman were exceedingly skillful in their parts, I thought, yet to me there was
something strangely pathetic about both of them—that bitter, hopeless pathos of full-grown
American men forced to wear fancy dress. The rest of the company seemed to me remarkably
good, even though every now and then somebody would slip up and call madame
“maddum.”Sometimes, in the cool gray melancholy of the twilight hours, when sad thoughts
crowd like wan wraiths about me, I sit and wonder why on earth Fay Bainter ever went into
musical comedy, and why, if she really felt she had to do it, she ever got into anything like The
Kiss Burglar. Glen MacDonough did the book and lyrics, and Raymond Hubbell wrote the music,
and they have patterned the thing with painful exactitude on those Viennese operettas which
were the main reasons of our declaring war on Austria. It is one of those things in which a Grand
Duchess is supposed to have been kissed, about two years before the first act, by an American
(Armand Kaliz—who has just the kind of accent you would expect from his last name—is
appropriately cast as the American), and though neither party to the kiss ever saw each other
before or since, it affected them both so that they have to burst into waltz melodies whenever
they think of it. There is also a strong tendency on their part to get all heated up about white
violets, and to press bunches of Woolworth blossoms to their lips. I forget just how the plot goes



on from then on, but you get the general idea, don’t you? Anyway, Miss Bainter, who plays the
Grand Duchess, and Mr. Kaliz are dancing together when the final curtain falls, so everything
evidently turns out all right in the end.Although I must say that I like Fay Bainter better without
music, life is a little brighter when she is on the stage. But she doesn’t appear until late in the first
act, and there were several times during that long, dreary stretch when I thought I’d have a
nervous breakdown if somebody didn’t do something to lessen the thought of impending doom.
Denman Maley does everything possible, but the lines and the situations don’t back him up.
Much of my depression was caused by the scenery, which was evidently suggested by the
famous colored plates showing the affects of alcohol on the human interior. However, just so you
won’t think I’m always crabbing somebody’s act, I did think that the costumes were all absolutely
charming.Perhaps a little of my general dissatisfaction was due to the fact that I could hear only
an occasional word of what went on, for my seat was just about twenty feet away from the
Broadway cars. I’ve been a medley of popular aches ever since, all of them due to my sitting in
the biting wind which blows down the last row of the Cohan Theatre.Of Rock-a-Bye Baby at the
Astor, I can only say—well, Yes and No. You see, it’s one of those farces that have been turned
into a musical comedy, and you know how those things always are. Whenever you become
engrossed in the farce, somebody starts a song, and just as you are really getting interested in
the song, you are shot back into the farce, of which, in the meantime, you have completely lost
track.Farces really ought to go right along, it seems to me. The minute you put them down
somewhere, in order to take up the music, they get all cold and flabby.Margaret Mayo’s Baby
Mine was the foundation of Rock-a-Bye Baby, and Jerome Kern wrote the music. Somehow, Mr.
Kern never seems to show his real speed unless Wodehouse and Bolton are behind him. After
every song in Rock-a-Bye Baby, you say to yourself, “Oh, that’s awfully pretty. I always did like
that thing. Let’s see—it’s from Leave It To Jane, isn’t it?” The score sounds like selections from
Kern’s biggest hits—but at that, listening to Jerome Kern steal his own thunder makes a much
better evening’s sport than hearing anyone else attempt to do it.The cast works nobly for the
cause, Louise Dresser, Edna Hibbard, and Walter Jones do their best, and there is a chorus
composed of the prettiest girls I ever saw off the New Amsterdam Roof. But the greatest hit is
scored by Dorothy Dickson, who dances better than she ever did—and you just ought to see her
in that black dress! But she appears only twice—she never even came on in the last act, which
was a great blow to me. The last act is just nothing but thick plot, with two of the most virulent
stage children I have ever witnessed irreverently brought in to help make unpopular the chorus
of one of the songs.The Star-Spangled Drama: Our Summer Entertainments Have Become an
Orgy of Scenic PatriotismVanity Fair, August 1918One sweetly solemn thought comes to me o’er
and o’er—“Can they ever produce a revue when we get through with the war?” I brood over the
thing practically without ceasing, but I can find no answer to it. I can see no future whatever for
our musical entertainments once peace is declared.How will they ever costume the show-girls if
not in the flags of the Allies? What will the prima donna do if she can’t appear at least once as
Columbia? How will they ever get the curtain down if it can’t fall on a finale of the tights of all the



Allies? What will they do for the big scene, if they can’t use the Lee Lash trench with Our Boys—
all exempt—gazing manfully out into the wings, over the property sandbags?How could there be
a score with a good-bye song; or a marching song in which the doughboys are referred to as
“Sammies;” or a musical number almost entirely composed of the phrases “over there” and “over
here;” or choruses introducing strains of “The Marseillaise?”The thing is too much for me. I don’t
see how the managers are ever going to get along without a war somewhere around.Look at this
year’s Follies, for instance. Where would they be if there hadn’t been the Allies to fall back on?
Why, Echo doesn’t even answer. The audience staggers out of the New Amsterdam Theatre, all
used up with patriotism, muscle-bound from applauding Dolores swathed in the stars and
stripes, and Kay Laurell simply gowned in the French flag.Every few minutes there is a parade of
most of the beautiful women in the United States, dressed in what comes under the head of
uniforms; or a song about the Blue Devils; or a trench scene; or a Ben Ali Haggin tableaux; or a
finale of the Allied color bearers.It is charming to hear the buzz of spirited argument, during the
finale, as the audience tries to settle which flag belongs to what Ally. Everything is fair enough, of
course, when they are dealing with France, England, Italy, and Belgium; but it does get a bit thick
when they start bringing in the colors of Montenegro, Portugal, and Serbia.There is one great
moral lesson to be derived from the Follies and that is this: if we must have our patriotic
spectacles of an evening, Mr. Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., is unquestionably the man to produce them.
Any more dazzling stage pictures than those which go to make up the Follies, I have never
beheld. They deserve every word that the advertisements say of them, and more besides. And I
never knew there were as many pretty girls in the world as they are gathered together on the
New Amsterdam stage; really, I saw so many beautiful women in the course of that one evening
that it was a positive relief to go home and look in the mirror.Joseph Urban’s scenery, combined
with Mr. Ziegfeld’s flawless taste in women, make the evening one long delight to the eye. But
the Follies of 1918 are certainly meant to be seen and not heard—even the amalgamated efforts
of Louis Hirsch, Dave Stamper, Irving Berlin, and Victor Jacobi can’t make you remember a
single song five minutes after you’ve heard it.Most of the numbers are entrusted to Lillian
Lorraine, who is easier than ever to look at and harder than ever to listen to—something really
ought to be done about those high notes which she insists upon taking at the end of every song.
After spending almost an entire evening in listening to her sing, I can’t understand why she
doesn’t go into the movies. Marilyn Miller sings a bit now and then, although most of her time,
fortunately, is spent in dancing. Whenever she starts to dance, I know I’m going to have a good
time. Even when she goes in for ballets I am still with her, though I can’t exactly get up on my
seat and cheer about it. The distaff side is further represented by Allyn King, the Fairbanks
Twins, and Ann Pennington, who has discarded her Hawaiian costume—probably to conserve
wheat—but whose dancing is as unhampered as it was in her hula-est days.The life of the
evening is Will Rogers, who, to me, is one of the Greatest Living Americans. But they don’t do
the right thing by him. There is a horrible stretch of time when they make him play the rôle of
Satan in an unbelievable scene supposed to represent the lower regions on a busy day.I am



doing my utmost to forget that sketch—all those concerned in the writing, producing, and casting
of it ought even now to be showing cause why sentence of twenty years’ imprisonment should
not be passed on them.When they let Will Rogers alone, however, he is as good as everyone
expects him to be. Eddie Cantor, too, works valiantly, and W. C. Fields, who is playing golf this
year, and Harry Kelly add much to everybody’s happiness. Savoy and Brennan—I have never
been able to ascertain whether it’s Savoy or Brennan who impersonates the perfect lady, but
whichever one he is, he’s my favorite actress—do their bit late in the evening, and Frisco,
recruited from the Roof, dances for a brief interval. Two sadly empty chairs at the fireside are
those for Bert Williams and Fanny Brice, who are conspicuously absent from the cast this
season.There are those who go about insisting that Hitchy-Koo, 1918 is the greatest show on
earth; but to me, seeing it was like hearing a very good story told the second time. All the
principals do just what they did last year, even to Irene Bordoni’s rendering of “For Me and My
Girl” in French.Of course, I had only a sketchy idea of what happened on the stage, which may
have tended to bias me. On the night that I was present at the Globe Theatre, the seat
immediately in front of me was generously filled with one of the largest women in the Middle
Atlantic States. It was physically impossible to see over her, and it was almost as bad trying to
peer around her flank movements. When I leaned over to the right, she would immediately sway
in the same direction, and when I desperately tried the other side, she would instantly list
comfortably over to the left. In fact, she had me stymied during the entire evening.But, no matter
what the show may be, if Raymond Hitchcock is in it, it’s a success. He runs at top form from the
moment he clubbily makes his appearance in the orchestra, welcoming the incoming audience,
to the final thud of the curtain. He completely wins the audience’s collective heart early in the
evening by stopping a tenor solo that is going on, explaining that he owns the whole darn show,
and he isn’t going to have anything like that in it.Miss Ray Dooley gathers in a large share of the
laughs of the evening, particularly in one delicate scene where she plays an obstreperous baby
whom Mr. Hitchcock, as the proud father, silences with a blackjack. She is extremely clever as
an infant—and anyway, even though I do wear shell-rimmed glasses on occasion, there is
always something about a gentleman hitting a lady over the head with a stuffed club that causes
me to rock with happy laughter. Miss Dooley’s second big moment is in a kitchen scene—a
scene with the subtle, suave quality of the Keystone school—where she plays a kitchenmaid to
Leon Errol’s rôle of inebriated chef—I wondered how on earth he going to work in his perennial
drunken dance, and this is where he does it.There is a great deal of falling, one way and another,
in Hitchy-Koo. Leon Errol falls with customary frequency, and Ray Dooley loses her balance
every few minutes, and Roy Cummings comes out in front of a curtain and falls on and off the
stage for what seems like weeks at a stretch, although I don’t suppose it actually lasts more than
an hour and forty minutes.To me, next to the dancing of Florence O’Denishawn, who slipped
quietly out of the West without even a few kind words from a press agent, the big event of the
evening was Dolores, a lean gray horse of terpsichorean tendencies, played by William Holbrook
and Roy Binder. But that, of course, is just a little personal matter, and you can’t account for



those things. I was delighted, too, to hand it to the chorus, who fully live up to the advertisements
of “a chorus of forty under twenty,”—in most of the season’s musical shows, it has been just vice
versa.There is a great dearth of chorus men in the production. I suppose what with the draft, and
the anti-loafing law, it must be exceedingly hard to get chorus men these days. I hate to resort to
the old one—but I wish to heaven it were impossible.There is this about Hitchy-Koo, though. It is
mercifully far-removed from the war. In fact, one comes in contact with it only in Irene Bordoni’s
French marching songs, and in another song called “It Will All End Up With the Right End Up.” I
thought that was going to be a good song, too, and then they went and rhymed “time” and
“Rhine,” and spoiled everything. Like the Follies, Hitchy-Koo is in desperate need of a few good
songs. Will someone kindly page Mr. Kern?Patriotism simply runs wild in the Midnight Frolic. It
makes the audience bang lustily with their hammers on the tables, feeling, with a glow of
contentment, that they are thus helping to win the war. It inspires most of the songs and
costumes; and it culminates in a series of remarkably beautiful tableaux, arranged by Ben Ali
Haggin. By use of gauze stretched over the frame he gains a curiously flat effect, so that each
tableaux looks like a painting, and entirely does away with the usual impression of a “living
picture” of a wobbling showgirl balanced inside of a property frame. The Frolic is fortunate, too,
in having as its single scene an Urban setting of real birches against a deep blue sky.Fanny
Brice, more unlike her imitators than ever, does two of her songs, and the Six Brown Brothers
saxophone the audience into a general state of well-being. The woman at the table next to me
pointed out to her friend that it must be a terrible undertaking to keep all of the complicated ins
and outs of a saxophone shining so dazzlingly—this effectually deleting the joy from my life, for I
couldn’t think of anything else during their entire act. I wish at least one Brown Brother would put
me out of my misery by explaining who valets his saxophone, and what they do with it, and how
long it takes to do it. The job of saxophone-cleaner heads the long list of Positions I Would Not
Want to Fill.Frisco dances as entertainingly as he has been all winter, and Lillian Lorraine, who
just doesn’t know what to do to kill her evenings, comes up from the Follies downstairs to sing a
song in a flower-twined swing, in which she floats far out over the silver fizzes of the ringside
tables. She later on renders a timely ballad about “Hello, Springtime,” and, game to the last,
concludes the evening dressed as Joan of Arc, singing one of those songs about “V is for vim. I
for independence,” and so on, the dénouement being the word “v-i-c-t-o-r-y” disclosed by
faultless spelling.In the Century Grove, on the roof of the Century Theatre, everybody is steeped
in patriotism, too. Mr. Gest and his happy family can’t do any tableaux of the Allies because the
Frolic got there first, so they content themselves with one little song which introduces the girls of
the various Allied nations; and, for tableaux, they do heroines of American history, with
charmingly novel effects. You just ought to see how blonde Barbara Frietchie’s old gray head is,
and how the glycerin tears shine on Clara Barton’s cheeks!In the pauses between the waving of
the flag, the Dolly Sisters dance, helping the evening along considerably, and Sybil Carmen,
Arline Chase, and Frances Pritchard divide the remaining honors. I don’t want to appear super
sensitive, but I could manage to struggle along without Loretta McDermott’s jazz dance, which



she does in male habiliments, smoking a large black cigar the while. When Frisco does it, I think
it’s great; but, strong that I am for the single standard; I really must admit there are still a few
things that women can’t get away with—neatly.Gordon and William Dooley tumble around the
Century Roof even more enthusiastically than their sister Ray does over at the Globe. What a
nice, quiet little family the Dooleys must be when they are at home! I have never been able to
find out for certain, but I have a strong, deep-rooted suspicion that they are the people who live
in the apartment over ours.The Fall Crop of War Plays Shows Us that the Front Is Not the Only
Place to Get Shell-ShockVanity Fair, October 1918The new theatrical season has sneaked up
on us without the creaking of a board. One week the theatres were dark and dreary, and the
next, new shows had burst out all over the place. There was no leading up to it, no marking off of
the days on the calendar. No—there it was, and that was irrevocably that.The producers seem to
be more or less divided, just now, in their opinion of what the dear old public wants. Some, with
irreproachable logic, have argued that, since there is a war going on, the thing to do is to put on
war plays; others, with equally faultless reasoning, insist that, as there is a war going on, the
thing to do is not to put on war plays.So far, however, the ayes indisputably have it. I have been
through so many war plays that I feel like a veteran. I have so much propaganda poured into me
that I couldn’t hold another drop. I have witnessed so many German spies that I have begun to
distrust my own family. I have seen an endless succession of class 5-B young men, clad in over-
impeccable uniforms, bid good-bye to their stage mothers and stride resolutely off into the wings
—and I have never failed to break-down at the spectacle. I have been through an air-raid so
realistic that I am still suffering from shell-shock, and I have seen so many drawn revolvers that I
am almost cured of being gun-shy.I strive, of course, to be open-minded about the thing, but it is
certainly going to be difficult to convince me that I will ever see a better war play than Under
Orders, Berte Thomas’ drama at the Eltinge, of which Shelly Hull and Effie Shannon form the
entire cast. When a trick play can be so intensely absorbing that you forget all about the trick
part and think only of the play itself, I would like to suggest that that is indeed something.It’s one
of those plays that could be made ridiculous without a struggle; you know yourself that when you
heard that Miss Shannon plays a German mother and an American mother, alternately, and that
Mr. Hull takes the part of a German son and an American son, one after the other, you really felt
that you would just as soon go to the movies. It’s only perfect acting that could make the piece
what it is today. I can think of no actor—other than Mr. Hull—who could rush out of the door, as
an American, and come back through the window, as a German, and not make the entire
audience dash out to the box office and demand their money back. There isn’t, so far as I can
remember, a single moment of comedy to lighten the entire play, yet never once does it become
oppressive. The American soldier’s leave-taking of his mother is done so simply that there isn’t a
dry handkerchief in the house, and Mr. Hull never permits even the most ardently patriotic
speeches that were wished on him by the author to slip over into hysteria.The only thing that
upset me during the whole evening was the last act. It is one of those acts in which Mother’s hair
has turned white in a single intermission. She has lost her mind because she believes her son to



be dead, and she plays a wistful little mad scene in which she toys with a pink paper rose.
(Artificial roses, it would seem, were the son’s favorite flowers.) It is an act that you know all
about before it even gets started. You have positive inside information, somehow, that the
returning son is going to restore the mother’s reason. I could have gone out into the night a
different woman, if they hadn’t had that last act. And yet I suppose it had to be done; it’s much
better propaganda to have it all end happily.And, besides, you know that if the author had let
Shelly Hull get killed, no a woman in the audience would ever have smiled again.Yes, I suppose
the last act really comes under the head of a war-time necessity. I do wish, though, that they
could have kept Effie Shannon from going insane. The only other suggestion that I have to offer
is that, in the third act, which is supposed to take place a year after the first, it would help the
illusion along a bit if the same flowers that made their debut in Act I were not still blooming gaily
in the vases. Otherwise, I never saw anything more flawlessly done.The only thing that
depresses me about the play is the horrid fear that it may bring on an epidemic of other plays
containing only two actors. Even the one-man show may not be far off. Our playwrights are so
quick to see a play like Under Orders, and then go home and write one. Who knows where this
thing may lead us?Friendly Enemies, the Aaron Hoffman, Samuel Shipman opus, in which Louis
Mann and Sam Bernard are starring, is simply driving them wild over at the Hudson Theatre. The
audience just can’t contain itself. The propaganda is so coated with humor that you’ve taken it
before you can stop and think about it. Every time you begin to feel that it would be rather
considerate if they’d turn off the war talk for just a moment, please, and talk about something
else, the authors put in a line that gets a laugh, and so the audience has the time of its
life.Personally, though, I was a little disappointed in it—I feel as though I were going to be
arrested for saying that. It didn’t seem quite all I heard it was going to be. Mr. Mann and Mr.
Bernard seemed to me less to interpret the rôles of German-Americans than to give extremely
skillful impersonations of Mr. Mann and Mr. Bernard—which is probably why they are making
such a hit. I have moved but little in hyphenated circles, yet I cannot feel that German-Americans
speak pure Weber and Fields in the privacy of their own homes. But no else seems to get
wrought up over that, so it must all be due to my naturally crabbed nature. Then, too, I didn’t
always think that the propaganda itself was above reproach; it certainly doesn’t seem to me that
such lines as, “If it weren’t for America, the Allies would be licked now,” are in the right key.But
the audience simply can’t get enough of it, and it will have its S. R. O. sign out long after the
roses bloom again, so please don’t mind me.Mathilde Cottrelly was, I thought, the best thing in
the comedy—but, then, I always do think Mathilde Cottrelly the best thing in whatever she
happens to be appearing. Richard Barbee, with the requisite Spring-like boyishness, plays the
rôle of the American soldier, who explains why we are at war and how we are going to win. All
stage soldiers do this. I don’t mean to deny that it is splendid propaganda, but I just wish that
some of the authors of war plays would let someone other than the soldier say it. It doesn’t seem
to me to give a realistic picture of the American soldier. He doesn’t sit around getting himself all
rhetorical about Belgium and the Lusitania; he’s too busy getting into the fight.So far as I can



gather, the great moral lesson to be derived from Three Faces East, at the Cohan and Harris, is:
Never report any suspected German spy; he is sure to turn out to be a member of the secret
service. It is a play that would make you suspect your own mother of Teutonic tendencies. You
don’t dare turn your back on any member of the cast for a single moment during the entire
evening. As soon as you begin to warm towards someone you discover he’s a Hun of the most
virulent type, and just as you are absolutely certain that someone else is a German spy, he turns
out to be a member of the British secret service. You never know where to put your trust. There
was one thing they couldn’t catch me on, though. Of course, I may be preternaturally quick that
way, but they couldn’t fool me on that. I knew Violet Heming wasn’t really a German spy.I don’t
know whether Anthony Paul Kelly, the author, meant his audience to take his play seriously, but
they certainly don’t. Some of the complications are too involved; if you try to figure them all out,
in your head, you go quite mad. The only thing to do is to laugh helplessly, and give it up. After
you leave and begin to think the thing over, you would like a few moments’ private conversation
with the author, just to get him to explain a few things that never are quite cleared up in the
course of the evening. But while you are in the theatre, you really haven’t time to worry about
more possibilities. You’re too busy trying to keep track of who’s spying on whom.I don’t see how
it would be humanly possible for anyone to be better than Emmett Corrigan in a part which
requires him to seem to be a German spy one minute and a secret service agent the next, just to
make it more intricate for the audience, and Violet Heming is charming in the leading feminine
rôle. There is a property air-raid, done off-stage, that is so startlingly life-like that I would have
made straight for the cellar if I hadn’t been forewarned—I had read all about it in the dramatic
criticisms that morning.Propaganda is the entire plot of Allegiance, from the pens of Prince and
Princess Troubetzkoy, at Maxine Elliott’s Theatre. It has to do with a German-American family, of
which the grandfather (you know him for a German immediately because he’s made up to look
like David Warfield) and the grandson are the only ones who are for our side. Loyalty seems to
skip a generation, like twins. There is much conversation and unlimited argument during the first
acts, but truth compels me to state that it couldn’t even inspire me to go out and buy another
Thrift Stamp. No one says anything that you haven’t known all about for the last four years. The
last act, though, broke me all up. In it Charles Meredith, who plays the rôle of the loyal grandson,
comes back from the war, blind. I wouldn’t have taken it so hard if he hadn’t been so good. I tried
to bear up; I said to myself, “Now don’t let him take you in, this way. You know yourself that he
hasn’t been to any war—he’s just been out in the wings smoking a cigarette! He’s perfectly
strong and well, and he probably hasn’t even got astigmatism. He’s only making believe.”But it
was no use. He did it so well that he completely broke my heart.I thought Blanche Yurka, who
plays the boy’s mother, was wonderfully good, but the rest of the cast seemed to leave no
impression. Even Harrison Hunter didn’t do a thing with his rôle of a German spy.And now let us
pass on, as Burton Holmes so aptly puts it, to the plays of peace.A Very Good Young Man, at the
Plymouth, is the first play of a new author, Martin Brown—remember when he used to dance
with the Dolly Sisters? At first I thought it was going to be a big evening, but it seemed to die on



me along about the middle of the first act. There’s a good idea—that of showing a slice of life of
the natives of Greenpoint—but it is smothered by over-emphasis. Every good line or amusing
incident is stressed and repeated and brought up again until you’re weary unto death of it. Most
of the humor, too, consists in the mispronunciation and misuse of words, and that is always a
form of wit which goes completely over my head.
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Plant ecology, “Pithy Dorothy Parker. I keep hoping she'll rub off on me.As in this example on
page 13: "And the family marry her--'sell' is, of course, the term used--to a New York clubman,
which, on the stage, seems to be the worst name you can possibly call a man. Those stage
Southerners are always making their daughters marry undesirable men with money. I never saw
a Southern heroine who wasn't more married against than marrying."Yes. There isn't enough of
this writing in a reader's world these days.”

Greg Hatfield, “One of the best books on New York theater in the early 1920's. Mrs. Parker's wit
is evident in each review.. This is a marvelous book about a time in New York and on Broadway,
in particular, which just doesn't exist anymore. Back in the halcyon days of the theater, dozens
of plays, musicals and revues were opening in the Spring and Fall, with many Summer shows
filling in the gap, and long-running shows were still on the boards.Mrs. Parker wrote as the
primary theater critic for Vanity Fair and Ainslee's, monthly publications, which meant that
sometimes the shows would close before her reviews were published, but she provided a
stunning overview of the theater scene.Of course, it's no exaggeration to say each review
contains the trademarked Parker wit and I laughed out loud many times at her remarks about
certain shows, actors, writers and scenarios.She wrote of one play: "I know who wrote those
lyrics and I know the names of the people in the cast, but I'm not going to tell on them."The
musical comedy "Go Easy, Mabel" was billed on the program as "The Musical Comedy
Different". Mrs. Parker suggested it be called "The Musical Comedy Terrible".During WWI, Mrs.
Parker was worried that with all plays about men going to war, she was "unpatriotic. I simply
cannot get all worked up at the sight of a company of chorus men clad in Schneider-Anderson
uniforms, even though they march right up to the very footlights with a do or die expression in
their eyes. If this be treason, make the most of it."After the war she lamented that fact that plays
were now about men returning home from war.Mrs. Parker writes glowingly about the
Barrymores, especially John Barrymore's now legendary portrayal of Hamlet. She recognizes
the talent of Eugene O'Neill, Nazimova, Helen Hayes and Laurette Taylor. She writes of the
revues of Belasco, Ziegfeld and George White.She criticizes the lack of decent parts for African-
American actors. In 1921, she wrote: "In no way are our producers more wasteful of genius than
in their disregard of Negro actors." She championed the small downtown theater where The
Negro Players performed in roles that weren't demeaning. She also singled out Bert Williams,
one of the stars of the Follies.She disliked children on stage and frequently noticed the dogs in
the show. "The cast over-acted their parts, all, that is, except for a small, slightly soiled white
puppy named Imogene, who played her scenes with admirable repression."The editor of
Dorothy Parker: Complete Broadway 1918-1923 is Kevin C Fitzpatrick, one of the leading
experts on Mrs. Parker and the Algonquin Round Table and the head of the Dorothy Parker
Society. He is also the author of Under the Table: A Dorothy Parker Cocktail Guide, A Journey



into Dorothy Parker's New York, and The Lost Algonquin Round Table.There are now three
books that any fan of theater in the 1920's should have:Enchanted Aisles by Alexander
Woollcott;Benchley at the Theatre: Dramatic Criticism, 1920-1940 by Robert Benchley;
andDorothy Parker: Complete Broadway 1918-1923.This is the kind of book I love reading by
one of my favorite authors. Mr. Fitzpatrick will have a book out in November called The
Algonquin Round Table New York: A Historical Guide.  I'm looking forward to it.”

C. Williamson, “The most sparkling gems from one of America's wittiest writers!. It's not often
that I buy a hardcover after I've already bought the Kindle edition, but this is one book that I
wanted on a more permanent basis (it also makes it far easier to use the copious footnotes).
Dorothy Parker's complete theatre reviews from 1918-1923 might sound like a bit of a slog, but
not when picked up and read several pages at a time. There are gems on every page, such as
one I read just today: "The drama seemed to be of the most intense interest to its leading man
and woman, in which respect they were unique among those present." Who can resist such
barbed prose/praise as that? This is a sheer delight, and I recommend it to any fan of Parker,
any aficionado of theatre, and anyone who appreciates humorous writing in general.”

Edward Dunn, “Laughter Through Time. Thought I've always liked Dorothy Parker, I thought the
legend was built on a fragile foundation. You had a clutch of decent short stories, screenplays for
a few passable films, some well-written columns and telling, if a bit dated, reportage, and the
rather worn Algonquin Roundtable witticisms, recycled a bit too frequently for my tastes. Then
along comes "Complete Broadway" and we have a whole new chapter, literally and figuratively,
of the Dorothy Parker story...and what a chapter it turns out to be! I barely knew of a single
playwright, a single play, or single actor/actress detailed in the course of these reviews, yet I
read each with utter absorption. And, simply put, there are more laughs, more insights, and more
interesting asides per line than any critic of the era. She has an unerring eye for the dated,
whether in performance or presentation, and a faultless ear for the cliched, in the text or the
telling. And when she finds the dated or the cliched...look out, the offending party is cut to the
quick with her rapier wit. In a way, her sensibility draws from and is informed by the turn-of-
the-20th century theatrical corpus, but prefigures the soon to emerge era of "modern" theater. If
there were any doubt, this work firmly places her in the firmament of first-rate critics and top-
drawer wits. In the end, though in an era of great critical wits such as Robert Benchley and
Wolcott Gibbs, she may have been the best of the bunch, as proven by this volume.”

Steven, “Fantastic "new" Dorothy Parker.. If you've ever read anything by Dorothy Parker, then I
assume you're already a fan. And if you love Dorothy Parker, then you'll have a major crush on
this new book compiled by Parker expert Kevin Fitzpatrick. It reveals almost 400 pages of "new"
Parker wit not seen since originally published during the Roaring Twenties. It's from early in her
career, before her award winning short stories, well known humorous poems, and screenplays,



but her voice is already clear, unique, and hilarious. I sprung for the hardcover, since I expect to
be referring to it often. There's lots of new zingers in here, and thank God, since I think most of
us have all heard the old ones plenty. And thus I'll refrain from any mention of leading a
"horticulture." It's really a complete history of old Broadway, right up there with Moss Hart's "Act
One," and includes 75 additional pages of footnotes, an embarrassment of riches, and a theatre
education in themselves. I loved every minute of reading it, and was sad when the whole affair
was over.”

Frederick Edell, “Five Stars. A wonderful collection of theatre reviews by a splendid and
idiosyncratic writer.  And great American theatre history.”

dragonworks, “Classic Humour. As a compilation of Broadway reviews from the early twentieth
century, it is a slice of entertainment history. Her acerbic and sophisticated writing is the icing on
the cake. Well worth a read, but don't try to read it cover to cover; it must be taken in small
doses.”

Rafe Mair, “Parker before she was Parker- terrific!. There has never been another quite like her
and though she is best remembered for witty comebacks, that has sadly masked her terrific
writing ability. I was fooled at first expecting her short stories to be slapstick but it soon sinks in
that here is a very great writer. These Broadway reviews reveal the young Parker learning to
make words work and I felt I was sitting beside her in the theatre. Great stuff!”

The book by Kevin C. Fitzpatrick has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 45 people have provided feedback.
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